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ABSTRACT

Missa pro defunctis (1802-1808) by Antonín Reicha (1770-1836) is a unique
work. Situated in time and in style between the monumental requiem settings of Mozart
and Berlioz, it establishes the concert requiem as a sub-genre of requiem composition.
Missa pro defunctis incorporates attributes from both liturgical and concertized genres
and co-exists within both church and dramatic composition realms. As seen in his
copious theory writings, Reicha’s ideas concerning melody, harmony, counterpoint,
fugue, and dramatic composition inform his compositional preferences.
In this study I demonstrate how a modern performance of Antonín Reicha's Missa
pro defunctis can be informed by consideration of his major theoretical writings, by an
understanding of the nineteenth-century concert requiem sub-genre, and by other writings
on nineteenth-century performance practice.
In producing an historically informed performance of Missa pro defunctis, I
analyzed the four major theoretical treatises by Reicha for content, and relevancy, to the
Requiem. I next analyzed the Missa pro defunctis itself in light of these treatises. I
discovered that the work sometimes aligns with Reicha’s theoretical writings and
sometimes departs from their principles, in large part, because of the inherent
contradiction resulting when a sacred text is set in a dramatic fashion. I further
incorporated conclusions about the implications for performance revealed through the
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study of Reicha’s theoretical writings and my own experience in preparing the work for
performance.
It is my hope that this recently published nineteenth-century work will receive
more frequent performance than has been the case since its composition. This study
contains resources to provide conductors a means of producing a performance that is in
consonance with Reicha’s philosophies as a theorist and composer.

14
INTRODUCTION

Intent and Scope

Antonín Reicha (1770-1836), a Czech composer, acquired his formative musical
training in Bonn and Vienna. Reicha composed a requiem, Missa pro defunctis, between
1802 and 1808, while living in Vienna, and before becoming professor of composition at
the Conservatoire de Paris. Remembered most for his work as a pedagogue and theorist,
Reicha authored four major theoretical treatises, one each on melody (Traité de mélodie,
1814), harmony (Cours de composition musicale; ou, Traité complet et raisonné
d'harmonie pratique, 1816-1818), counterpoint and fugue (Traité de haute composition
musicale, 1824-1826), and dramatic music (Art du compositeur dramatique, ou Cours
complet de composition vocale, 1833).1 These treatises were intended as pedagogical
works and reveal his compositional philosophies and approaches in addition to
performance-practice suggestions. Although the treatises were published after Reicha
composed Missa pro defunctis, many ideas detailed in them can guide analysis of Missa
pro defunctis.
1

Antonín Reicha and Peter M. Landey. Treatise on Melody: Harmonologia (Hillsdale, NY:
Pendragon Pr., 2001); Cours de composition musicale; ou, Traité complet et raisonné d'harmonie pratique
(Paris: H. Lemoine, 1855); Traité de haute composition musicale (Paris: Zetter, 1824-1826); Art du
compositeur dramatique, ou Cours complet de composition vocale (Paris: A. Farrenc, 1833). Effective
translations of the four treatises provided by Margaret Bloomfield, former instructor of French at Carnegie
Mellon University: Traité de mélodie (Treatise on Melody), Cours de composition musicale; ou, Traité
complet et raisonné d'harmonie pratique (Course on Musical Composition; or, comprehensive and
grounded treatise on practical harmony), Traité de haute composition musicale (Treatise on Advanced
Composition), and Art du compositeur dramatique, ou Cours complet de composition vocale (The Art of the
Dramatic Composer, or A Comprehensive Course on Vocal Composition.
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Study of the development of the requiem genre in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries also provides necessary context for interpretation of Reicha’s
Requiem. In the second half of the eighteenth century, preeminent composers of elegiac
works altered the requiem texts, expanded orchestral forces, and incorporated dramatic
elements beyond the boundaries of liturgical canonicity.2 The requiem compositions
written in this new “concertized” manner reflected the influence of Viennese Classicism,
Neapolitan opera's bel canto style, literary Romanticism's Sturm und Drang, and the
Mannheim School's innovative expansion of orchestration techniques.3 Nineteenthcentury requiems that exhibit significantly expanded compositional techniques and which
were not intended for liturgical use will be referred to as concert requiems, a sub-genre of
requiem compositions. Antonín Reicha's Missa pro defunctis may offer insight regarding
the development of the concert requiem sub-genre.
Why or for whom Reicha composed a requiem remains unknown, and its location
within his oeuvre is curious.4 Classifying Reicha's Requiem as a concert requiem aligns
the composition with ideas presented in his treatise on dramatic music.
Analysis of Missa pro defunctis based on Reicha's four major theoretical treatises,
and study of its centrality in the development of the nineteenth-century concert requiem
sub-genre will serve as the basis for the creation of a performance guide to the Requiem.

2

Charles Warren Fox. "The Polyphonic Requiem before about 1615," Bulletin of the American
Musicological Society 7 (Oct 1943): 6.
3

Robert Chase. Dies Irae: A Guide to Requiem Music (Lanham: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2003),

4

Reicha had no official affiliation with a church as musician or composer during or prior to this

183-188.
time.
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This examination will help formulate performance suggestions including ornamentation,
artistic interpretation, forces required, and vocalists.
Reicha never heard his Requiem performed. His Czech birth, Austrian training,
and teaching career in France may complicate interpretation since elements of
performance practice are often regionally specific. Grasping the essence and details of
the nineteenth-century concert requiem, along with materials from his treatises, can
deepen the performer’s understanding of this specific work and offers tools, means, and
insight toward producting an historically informed performance of Missa pro defunctis.

Statement of Primary Thesis

In this study I will demonstrate how a modern performance of Antonín Reicha's
(1770-1836) Missa pro defunctis (1802-1808) can be significantly informed by
considerations from his major theoretical writings and an understanding of the
nineteenth-century concert requiem sub-genre.

Justification

As illustrated by the paucity of performance history—only three performances are
documented to present—it is reasonable to conclude that few conductors are familiar with
Reicha's Missa pro defunctis. Existing research is limited to brief mention in a single
English-language biographical source, Antonín Rejcha: A Biography and Thematic
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Catalogue by Olga Šotolová.5 Reicha’s Requiem was considered incomplete, as it did not
contain a setting of the Cum sanctis text. Amy Goodman made a persuasive argument
that the fugue “Cum sanctis,” which appears in Reicha's Traité de Haute Composition in
Musicale, matched other movements of the Missa pro defunctis manuscript and was in
fact the missing final movement of the Requiem. By adding the final Cum sanctis fugue
from Traité de Haute Composition in Musicale to the extant movements of Missa pro
defunctis, Goodman's dissertation included the first complete performance edition of the
work in 1989, published by A-R Editions in 2008.6
No scholarly books, articles, or dissertations have been devoted to the study of
Missa pro defunctis beyond the recently published performance edition and Goodman’s
dissertation. Eight total Ph.D. dissertations and D.M.A. documents are devoted to
Reicha.7 Three of these documents address his chamber music and four focus on his

5

Reicha’s sur name was originally spelled Rejcha. Unless used in a direct quote or the title of a
publication, I will use the most common spelling: Reicha.
6

Antonín Reicha, Missa Pro defunctis (Requiem), Recent Researches in the Music of the
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries (Middleton: A-R Editions; 2007).
7

Amy Goodman, “Anton Reicha's 'Missa pro defunctis': Performing Edition and Commentary”
(D.M.A. dissertation, Stanford University, 1989); Millard M. Laing, “Anton Reicha's Quintets for Flute,
Oboe, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon” (Ed.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1952); Leslie Goldman
Maaser, “Antoine Reicha's Quartets for Flute and Strings, Op. 98: An Historical Perspective and Stylistic
Overview” (D.M.A. dissertation, Ohio State University, 1998); Noel Howard Magee, “Anton Reicha as
Theorist” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1977); Jo Renee McCachren, “Antoine Reicha's Theories
of Musical Form" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Texas ,1989); Mellasenah Young Morris, “A
Style Analysis of The Thirty-Six Fugues for Piano, Opus 36, by Anton Reicha” (D.M.A. dissertation,
Peabody Institute of The Johns Hopkins University, 1980); Dennis Martin Smith, “Antoine Joseph Reicha's
Theories on The Composition of Dramatic Music” (Ph.D. dissertation, Rutgers, State University of New
Jersey, 1979); Catherine Kay Schulze Tesch, “Anton Reicha's ‘Quintetto pour clarinette en si, deux violons,
viola et violoncelle’: An analytical study" (D.M.A. document, The University of Arizona, 1995).
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work as a theorist. A single recording exists by the Dvořák Chamber Orchestra and the
Czech Philharmonic Choir.8
In Dies Irae: A Guide to Requiem Music (2003), Chase writes,
There are only a handful [of requiems] performed with notable regularity, and as
it turns out, almost to a point of redundancy . . . yet hundreds of other resplendent
settings continue to languish in undue obscurity, merely awaiting a performance
worthy of their excellence.9
I believe Reicha's Requiem setting to be such a neglected work.
This study of Reicha's Missa pro defunctis is the first published analysis of any of
Reicha's solo and ensemble vocal works. It also provides a brief developmental history
of the nineteenth-century concert requiem. It is my hope that this study will help
persuade conductors to perform this worthwhile work of the early Romantic era.

8

Antonín Rejcha: Requiem, orchestra and chorus dir. Lubomir Matl, Supraphon B000BLI5GE,

CD, 2005.
9

Robert Chase, Dies Irae: A Guide to Requiem Music, xiv.
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CHAPTER 1
CONTEXT
Antonín Reicha

Biography

Antonín Reicha was born 26 February 1770 in Prague, Bohemia. His father
(Šimon) died when Reicha was only ten months old. His mother remarried, but made no
effort to welcome or include Reicha into the new family unit. Furthermore, Reicha was
intellectually neglected: His mother would not fund either his general or his music
schooling. Impassioned to become a “man of prominence,” the eleven-year-old
consulted his grandfather, left Prague and his mother’s home, and set off to live with his
uncle Josef Reicha (1752-1795)—a gifted performer and conductor who served as
Konzertmeister for the prince in Wallenstein.10 Josef and his wife welcomed Antonín into
their home as if he were their son. Initially able to speak only Czech, Reicha
simultaneously learned German and French while studying the violin, piano, and flute
(his primary instrument). Reicha’s musical skill quickly developed. The fact that his
uncle’s career was on the rise and that Josef fully appreciated his protégé’s musical
aptitude was fortuitous.11
Accepting a newly created position as Konzertmeister of the Elector of Cologne’s
orchestra, Josef, his wife and Antonín moved to Bonn. Josef hired musicians for the new
10

M. Millard Laing, “Anton Reicha's Quintets for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon”
(Ed.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1952), 295.
11

Ibid., 297.
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orchestra. Among the founding members of the orchestra were Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770-1827) on viola, Christian Gottlob Neefe (1748-1798) on violin, and Antonín
Reicha on violin and flute. The orchestra performed orchestral music and accompanied
operas and choral groups. Josef programmed works of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791), Antonio Salieri (1750-1825), and Christoph Willibald Glück (1714-1787).
The exposure to these and similar composers’ works, and the companionship of
Beethoven and Neefe, were highly influential in Reicha’s formative training.12
Soon after joining the orchestra, Reicha was overcome with a desire to compose.
He wrote in his autobiography, published as an appendix in M. Millard Laing’s
dissertation,
While daily performing and hearing good music, both instrumental and vocal, I
grew intense with enthusiasm for this art. Up to that time I was merely an
ordinary performer and a very average musician. But suddenly a veritable fever
of passion for composing took possession of me.13
Josef forbade Reicha to compose, so Antonín began teaching himself in secret. After an
extended period of study and composition, seventeen-year-old Antonín gathered the
courage to show his uncle a completed symphony. Pleased with it and subsequent works,
his uncle eventually permitted Reicha to compose.14
Political and social conflict in Paris, caused largely by the French and Austrian
war that began in 1792, forced Reicha to move to Hamburg. By 1794 he was fully
engaged there as a composer and teacher of harmony, composition, and piano. Reicha

12

Olga Sotolova, Antonín Reicha. (Prague: Edition Supraphon, 1990), 10.

13

M. Millard Laing, “Anton Reicha's Quintets for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon,” 299.

14

Ibid.
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never again worked as a performer after leaving Bonn. In a mere five years in Hamburg,
his compositional output included his first and second operas. His symphonies resembled
Franz Joseph Haydn’s (1732-1809), but also exhibited his own style, incorporating Czech
folk melodies; unprepared mediant key changes; diminished sevenths and unisons spaced
over three octaves; dramatic trumpet and timpani writing; and a variety of instrumental
timbres.15 After Hamburg, Reicha spent two unrewarding years in France. He then
moved to Vienna where he began his most productive compositional period.
Reicha soon rekindled a previously formed relationship with sixty-nine year old
Josef Haydn, a composer whose work he greatly admired.16 Reicha’s ability to speak
French put him in a position to serve as translator for several of Haydn’s guests including
Hugues-Bernard Maret (1763-1839), Duke of Bassano, and Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842),
a teacher at the Paris Conservatory. Reicha also reconnected with Beethoven, though
documentation suggests they were not as close as they had been in Bonn. He made
acquaintance with Johann Georg Albrechtsberger (1736-1809) and Antonio Salieri.
In Vienna, Reicha developed a reputation as an enthusiastic teacher, and began
collecting and composing examples to use in future teaching manuals. He composed a
collection of thirty-six fugues that he dedicated to Haydn. He wrote music for the
Viennese court including another opera, which earned him the invitation—though he
declined—to lead Prince Ludwig Ferdinand of Prussia’s court orchestra in Berlin. It was
while Reicha was in Vienna that he composed Missa pro defunctis. Few of the more than
15
16

Olga Sotolova, Antonín Reicha,14.

They met initially in Bonn (1790) when Haydn arranged to meet with Josef Reicha and hear the
orchestra. Reicha and Haydn met again while Reicha was living in Hamburg (1794).
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fifty works written in Vienna were published. The threat of renewed Franco-Austrian
hostilities drove Reicha from Vienna to Paris in 1808.
Then as now, Paris was a prominent music center. The professors at the Paris
Conservatory were well respected and remained influential under Napoleon’s rule. To
Reicha’s benefit, many of the Paris Conservatory faculty became acquaintances or friends
of Reicha. They—chiefly Cherubini, Louis Adam (1758-1848), Sebastian Erard (17521831), and Pierre Baillot (1771-1842)—helped Reicha to secure work, and programmed
his compositions with their ensembles. Unable to earn his living as a composer, Reicha
continued to refine his teaching methodology. By 1814, his Traité de mélodie was
published. This treatise gained him a great deal of attention, and might have helped him
to earn a faculty appointment at the Paris Conservatory.
In 1818 Reicha became professor of counterpoint and fugue at the Paris
Conservatory. His views were somewhat controversial among his colleagues.
The Conservatoire at that time was in a state of unrest because of some
turbulent spirits both on the staff and among the students who were not content to
rest on the laurels of their professorship or to follow in the footsteps of tradition.
Cherubini (the then director) and Fétis (a theorist who was not a musician) sought
to keep instruction on an even keel, but there was one professor and more than
one student who thought otherwise. Feelings among the staff were strained, to
say the least, but in a state-controlled institution it is not easy to dispense with the
services of any professor because his views do not coincide with the director’s. A
single professor may cause discontent and unrest, and the Conservatoire had one
such on its staff—Antonín Reicha.17

17

Morman Demuth, “Antonin Reicha,” Music and Letters 29 (1948): 166.
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A number of students, including Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) and Franz Liszt (18111886), recalled Reicha as clear, thorough, and open to ideas that expanded the boundaries
of some of the more musically conservative faculty members. Berlioz writes,
It must be admitted that despite the apparent rigidity of Reicha’s precepts, few of
the professors were as quick as he to accept innovations contrary to generally
accepted rules, provided they sounded well and represented a musical advance.
This demonstrates in our view an honesty of talent and a standard of
reasonableness that are very rare.18
With increased energy focused on teaching over composing, Reicha wrote three
more treatises during his time at the conservatory—each generating praise, sharp
criticism, and skepticism. On 28 May 1836, Reicha lost a short battle with pneumonia
and died in his home. His enduring reputation is of a composer whose music contained
features of late Classicism and early Romanticism while retaining elements of the
Baroque tradition. Reicha is best remembered as a major nineteenth-century theorist
whose compositions and methods served his pupils, Franz Liszt, Hector Berlioz, and
César Franck (1822-1890).

Compositional Output

It is clear that Reicha directed more energy to composing music for instruments
alone than to those combining voice and instrument. He wrote symphonies, overtures,
and concertos, but he is most remembered for his chamber pieces. Chamber works for
winds, strings, and combinations of these instruments, and in some cases piano, number

18

Olga Sotolova, Antonín Reicha, 78.
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in the hundreds. Reicha composed six known works for solo voice and orchestra—arias,
cavatinas, melodrama, and a prelude—in addition to nearly two dozen unaccompanied
works.
For choir, Reicha composed unaccompanied pieces and works with orchestral or
keyboard accompaniment. Most of the unaccompanied works are fugues with German or
French texts, likely written for didactic purposes since their dates are attributed to his
time at the Paris Conservatory. Of his seven choral works with keyboard
accompaniment, two are fugues. His treatise on harmony contains a setting of the Regina
Coeli text composed for double choir. Reicha’s choral works accompanied by orchestra
include three cantatas and the Requiem, all written within the same three year time
period: Lenore (c. 1805), Der neue Psalm (1807), Missa pro defunctis (1802-8), and
Hommage á Grétry (1814). He also composed a Te Deum (1825), and a passion oratorio,
the date of which is unknown.

Theoretical Writings

Reicha’s theoretical writings drew both praise and criticism. They exerted a
lasting influence on theorists and composers in the areas of melody, composition,
harmony, counterpoint and fugue, and dramatic music. Reicha’s first major treatise
entitled Traité de mélodie (Treatise on Melody) was published in 1814. In the opening
remarks, he states his firm belief that melody and harmony are the “two pillars” of
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music.19 Believing his work to be the first entirely devoted to the study of melody, he
argues that the study of melody should precede that of harmony. The opposite situation
was and still is more common in university curricula. In addition to the construction and
analysis on melody, Reicha used this treatise to discuss performance practice, including
his views of ornamentation and vocal color. The majority of the performance suggestions
relevant to Missa pro defunctis come from Traité de mélodie.
Reicha’s second treatise, Cours de composition musicale (Course on musical
composition; or, comprehensive and grounded treatise on practical harmony) was
written between 1816 and 1818. The concept that harmony was equal to—in fact nearly
synonymous with—counterpoint was a major theme of the document. In it, he describes
his understanding of both melodic (horizontal) and harmonic (vertical) elements. In
addition to discussing common practice, Reicha elaborated on areas he thought were
neglected in harmony textbooks of his time. Those areas most relevant to the Requiem
include his theories of modulation and chord progressions.
Completed by 1824, Reicha’s third treatise, Traité de haute composition musicale
(Treatise on Advanced Musical Composition) was intended to be the major conclusion to
his theoretical writing. Reicha used this treatise as an opportunity to speak at length
about invertible, imitative, and canonic counterpoint as well as fugue—a form with which
Reicha was fascinated. He believed that his techniques and guiding principles created a
new kind of fugue that expanded Baroque and Classical forms and techniques by
permitting new and less rigid options for dealing with successive entrances, tonic
19
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dominant relations, and tonal goals. Reicha’s ideas concerning the fugue were not
always well received. In fact, one of his loudest skeptics was Beethoven, who claimed
Reicha’s fugues were no longer fugues.
Reicha’s final treatise, Art du compositeur dramatique, ou Cours complet de
composition vocale (The Art of the dramatic composer, or A Comprehensive course on
vocal composition) was completed by 1833 and intended as a survey of operatic
composition as well as a guide for composing in the genre. Unlike his first three
treatises, this last one does less to innovate, but more to represent the then-current status
of dramatic composition.

The Nineteenth-Century Concert Requiem

Overview

The Latin requiem began as a liturgical mass for the dead, celebrated on the day
of burial, pre-determined intervals following a burial, and annually on All Saints Day.
That tradition has not changed since the Council of Trent standardized the requiem mass
between 1545 and 1563. During the second half of the eighteenth century, some
preeminent composers of elegiac works altered the requiem texts, expanded orchestral
forces, and incorporated dramatic elements beyond the boundaries of liturgical
parameters.
This compositional trend was not confined to the requiem mass, but also affected
settings of the mass ordinary. Concerted masses were an important part of eighteenth-
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century Vienna, with over forty houses of worship regularly singing high masses.
Musicologist Bruce Mac Inyre writes,
Churches should be considered among the earliest ‘concert halls’ in Vienna.
Ursprung is probably correct in saying there are ‘church concerts with liturgical
accompaniment.’20
Eighteenth-century churches even advertised these concerted masses. By 1819,
Vienna had its own concerts spirituels and began regularly holding public performances
of masses and other sacred music outside of church services.21
The founding of Vienna’s concerts spirituels in 1819 did not, however, mark the
beginning of eighteenth-century mass performances outside of the church. They are
documented to have happened on select occasions prior to that. Correspondence between
Mozart and his father from 4 April 1778 reveals that a performance of Ignaz Jakob
Holzbauer’s (1711-1783) Miserere was to be included at the Paris concerts spirituels.
Additional documentation suggests public performances of sacred works in Leipzig on 9
December 1779.22
The stricter and more conservative compositional techniques of church
composition evolved over the course of the second half of the eighteenth century. In
1781, Friedrich Nicolai wrote:
With respect to composition, Catholic church music up until several years ago
still had much of its own special character. But nowadays operatic music also
forces its way into churches everywhere, and, what is worse [it resembles] the
insipid Italian opera music of the new style. In Vienna, too, I found it all too
20
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conspicuous. During many a Credo or Benedictus I knew not whether perhaps I
was hearing music from an Italian opera buffa.23
The merging of sacred and secular styles in mass composition became more common by
the end of the eighteenth century in Vienna. The same was true of requiem compositions.
Viennese Classicism, Italian opera, Sturm und Drang, and the Mannheim school all
influenced these compositions.24
Belgian composer François-Joseph Gossec (1734-1829) may be considered the
first composer to appropriate a requiem text for concert use with his Requiem mass
Grande Messe des Morts (1760).25 Some succeeding composers—including Luigi
Cherubini in Requiem in C Minor (1816) and Reicha in Missa pro defunctis—contributed
to compositional innovation in the concert requiem that culminated with a work of
colossal proportions, Hector Berlioz’s Grande messe des morts, op. 5 (1837). There is an
astounding rate of expansion between Mozart’s Requiem (1791) and Berlioz’s Grande
messe des morts in the course of only 46 years.
Count Franz von Walsegg (1763-1827) commissioned Mozart to compose a
requiem for his deceased wife Anna. Although composed for liturgical use, it premiered
in a public concert and performed thereafter in private and public concert programs.26
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Reicha’s Requiem setting suggests no liturgical intention on his part. He had no
employment ties to religious institutions while in Vienna, and extant documentation
contains no information on why he set a liturgical text. Several explanations are
plausible, although none is definitive. First, it is possible that Reicha composed the work
as an exercise, either for himself or for future composition students. Composing the work
with didactic intent seems credible, as the final Cum Sanctis fugue was later inserted into
one of his theoretical writings. Second, Reicha may have written Missa pro defunctis to
honor Josef Haydn. The work was completed during Reicha’s stay in Vienna. Reicha
began his time in Vienna by visiting Haydn, a man he revered as the “representation of
the ideal composer.” Haydn’s and Reicha’s relationship was strong. Haydn’s death in
1809 is an important consideration. It may be that Haydn’s ailing health inspired Reicha
to set the text.
There is no reason to assume Reicha, a composer whose other vocal works were
primarily operatic, would compose a requiem with liturgical intent. The expanded
orchestra, length, and dramatic nature of the piece, along with the fact that it was not
performed during his lifetime, justifies classifying the work as a concert-requiem in an
evolutionary position between Mozart’s and Berlioz’s respective settings.
Reicha studied the works of Mozart and later taught Berlioz. Reicha’s role in
developing the requiem genre is crucial. Close study of the requiem settings of Mozart,
Reicha, and Berlioz reveals the progression of the genre in its concertized form. The
forces required for each are displayed in Figure 1.
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Mozart
Requiem

Reicha
Missa pro defunctis

Berlioz
Grande messe des morts

Woodwinds
2 bassett horns
2 bassoons

Woodwinds
2 flutes
2 oboes
2 clarinets
2 bassoons

Woodwinds
4 flutes
2 oboes
2 English horns
4 clarinets
8 bassoons

Brass
3 trombones
2 trumpets

Brass
2 horns
3 trombones
3 trumpets

Brass
4 cornets
12 horns
4 tubas
4 additional Brass Ensembles
4 cornets
12 trumpets
16 trombones
6 tubas

Percussion
timpani

Percussion
timpani

Percussion
16 timpani (16 players)

Strings
violin I
violin II
viola

Strings27
violin I (8)
violin II (8)
viola (6)
cello (6)
bass (4)

Strings28
violin I (25)
violin II (25)
viola (20)
cello (20)
bass (18)

Continuo
cello
bass
organ

Continuo
n/a

Continuo
n/a

Soloists
SATB

Soloists
SATB

Soloists
T

Choir
SATB

Choir
SATB

Choir
SATTBB

Figure 1. Orchestration and forces in the requiems of Mozart, Reicha, and Berlioz
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Mozart’s orchestra of 15-20 players was less than half of the 40 players of Reicha’s.
Thereafter, the size of the orchestra exploded to over 600 in Berlioz’s Requiem. Berlioz
studied with Reicha at the Paris Conservatory and probably was influenced by Reicha’s
writings in which he spoke of an orchestra that might consist of 186 players. While
Berlioz was dismissive of Reicha’s influence, he may have underestimated his teacher’s
impact. Demuth writes,
Yet nearly all those orchestral innovations for which Berlioz has become so
famous may be traced to Reicha. Berlioz may have found his professor’s
essentially classical outlook uncongenial to him in the matter of composition, but
in orchestration the evidence to the contrary is too strong to be denied. Reicha
may not have scattered brass bands all around Paris for gargantuan al fresco
works, but he was the first to multiply the ordinary orchestral forces and to adapt
his thought to the needs of the moment.29
While sectionalizing a mass into multiple movements began during the Baroque
period, it is revealing to note similarities among these three composers in the way they
chose to divide the text into movements, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Mozart

Reicha

Berlioz

I. Introitus: Requiem aeternam
II. Kyrie Eleison30

I. Requiem

I. Requiem et Kyrie (Introitus)

III. Sequenz
1. Dies irae
2. Tuba mirum

II. Dies irae
III. Tuba mirum
IV. Liber scriptus

II. Dies irae
III. Quid sum miser

3. Rex tremendae majestatis
4. Recordare, Jesu pie
5. Confutatis maledictis

V. Rex tremendae
VI. Recordare
VII. Confutatis

IV. Rex tremendae
V. Quaerens me

6. Lacrimosa dies illa

VIII. Lacrymosa

VI. Lacrymosa

IV. Offertorium
1. Domine Jesus Christe

IX. Domine Jesu

VII. Offertorium (Domine Jesu Christe)

X. Hostias

VIII. Hostias

V. Sanctus
1. Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth
2. Benedictus

XI. Sanctus
XII. Benedictus

IX. Sanctus

VI. Agnus Dei
VII. Communion: Lux aeterna

XIII. Agnus Dei

X. Agnus Dei

2. Versus: Hostias et preces

Figure 2. Formal distribution of the text in the requiems of Mozart, Reicha, and Berlioz

Similarities Between Mozart’s and Reicha’s Requiem Settings

Reicha’s formative training exposed him to many previous composers’ works,
including Mozart’s. While no documentation explicitly states that Reicha studied
Mozart’s Requiem, there was a performance of Mozart’s Requiem in Vienna on 9 April
1805. Since Reicha was working in Vienna, it is likely he knew about the performance;
however, no documentation exists that confirms Reicha was in attendance. Reicha’s
30
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Requiem setting includes many of the same characteristics as Mozart’s. The following are
examples of likenesses between the two settings.
The Kyrie of Mozart’s Requiem is a double fugue with the first theme—the same
Figures here are under new numbering system.
theme
used
in Handel’s
“And withsystem.
his stripes we are healed” from Messiah—in the bass
figs
1-10
= same
as old numbering
voice, as shown in Musical Example 1.
Fig 1, Fig 2: tables
Musical Example 1. Kyrie fugue subject in Mozart's Requiem
Fig 3
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Reicha’s fugue subjects share elements of Mozart’s subject as outlined in Musical
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Mozart’s Requiem includes fugues in the Kyrie, Osanna, Quam olim Abrahae,
and Cum sanctis movements. Reicha composed five fugues in his Requiem setting, four
of them in the same place as Mozart’s Requiem fugues: Kyrie, Quam olim Abrahae,
Hosanna, and Cum sanctis. Reicha concludes the Agnus Dei movement with a fugue—
this is the only place a fugue is used to set text Mozart did not.
In the sequence movement Rex Tremendae, Mozart repeats the word Rex (King)
three times in which the text Herr (Lord) is also repeated three times. While Reicha
composed different chords than Mozart and sets Rex only twice instead of three times, the
longer note durations of the two chords and separated prominence of the word before the
musical texture changes are reminiscent of Mozart’s setting and worth mentioning.
The Lacrymosa text from the Dies Irae sequence is set as an individual movement
in both Mozart’s and Reicha’s requiems. At this point, each composer prominently uses
the tritone interval in the harmony. Mozart uses the tritone between the pitches g and csharp, and between d and g-sharp. Mozart sets the text Lacrymosa dies illa (O how
tearful that day) to a dissonant tritone interval, creating a sense of unease and pleading.
Reicha incorporates the tritone interval in his setting of the Lacrymosa as part of the
primary motive. It is created between g and c-sharp, the same pitches used by Mozart.
Far less subdued than Mozart, Reicha places an accent or has placed the tritone on a
textual or metrical accent on almost every occurrence of the tritone (see Musical
Examples 3 and 4).
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Musical Example 3. Mozart's use of the tritone in the Lacrymosa mm. 1-4

Musical Example 4. Reicha's use of the tritone in the Lacrymosa mm. 3-6

These characteristics illustrate the likelihood that Reicha was familiar with
Mozart’s setting of the requiem text. It may well have influenced his own compositional
process.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS AS A REFLECTION OF
TRAITÉ DE MELODIÉ

Melody

Traité de mélodie (1814) provides insight for the interpretation and conducting of
Reicha’s music. In the original French edition he writes, “it will teach them (1) what is
real melody, its possibilities, limits, qualities, faults, [and] (2) how to expose, conduct,
and end melody.”31
The concepts from this treatise most relevant to Missa pro defunctis will be
discussed and demonstrated with examples from the Requiem. The organization of the
material follows the order of Reicha’s treatise. This author has further organized its
contents into six categories: 1) melodic overview, 2) keys, 3) construction and analysis,
4) execution, 5) composing melody, and 6) accompanying melody. A brief explanation
of the formal structure—internal movements and overall form—of Missa pro defunctis
provide context for the following discussion.

Formal Structure

Reicha discusses musical form in both Traité de mélodie and Traité de haute
composition musicale. Traité de melodie is primarily concerned with small vocal forms.
31
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In the first volume of Traité de haute composition musicale (THCM), Reicha discusses
large forms, including large binary, large ternary, rondo, fantasy, variation, and minuet
forms. Of these six forms, large ternary is the form most frequently found in Missa pro
defunctis.
Missa pro defuntis is divided into thirteen movements. Figure 3 shows the
movement titles, key areas, and internal form of the movements.
1. Requiem
Introit

Kyrie

Intro
1-8
Eb→f

A
B
8-21
22-40
→Ab→f→→Bb →f→c

Expo
57-69
c→

Episode I
70-93
Bb→

Stretto
94-106
c→

Episode II Stretto
Cad. Extension
107-130
130-144 145-150
Eb→ c→

2. Dies irae

A
1-23
g→seq.→d

3. Tuba mirum

A
B
A’
1-19
19-26
27-32
C→
a→d*→ C
*very brief tonicizations
A
B
A’
1-41
41-89
89-114
a→e→ a→c→a→e→
a→

4. Liber scriptus

A’
40-56

B
A’
Codetta
23-43
43-52 52-56
→g→f→g→

5. Rex tremendae

A
1-40
d/a→f→

6. Recordare

A
B
A’
1-22
22-33
33-42
Eb→f→Eb→ f→c→g→d→ f→

7. Confutatis

A
1-36
c

8. Lacrymosa

→g

B
A’
40-75
75-90
a→d→	
  

C
115-139
A

Codetta
90-97

C
A’
42-53
53-75
→g→f→ Eb→f→Eb

B
A’
B
37-56
57-80
81-115
Bb →g
→c→ Eb→c→eb→f#*→g

*modulates to prepare Lacrymosa
A
A’
Codetta
1-40
40-79
80-91
g→F→a→F→ d→F→g→
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9. Domine Jesu
Domine Jesu

A
B
1-51
51-77
Bb→g→Bb→g→Bb→ Eb→c→Eb→c→F

Quam olim Abrahae
(fugue)

Exposition
1-94
Bb→F→

10. Hostias
Hostias
Quam olim Abrahae
(fugue)
11. Sanctus
Sanctus
Hosanna
(fugue)

Episode 1
94-106
→d→

Count. Exp.
Episode 2
106-132
132-142
→F→Bb→Eb→ →g→

3rd S.O.E.* Episode 3 Stretto 4th S.O.E.
142-168
168-187
187-223 223-245
Eb→
→Bb→
→
Intro
A
1-13
13-54
F→
d→F→Bb
Same as Quam olim Abrahae in Domine Jesu
Through Composed
1-26
d→c→d
Exposition
27-42
d→

Episode
Recap
42-51
51-60
C→f→
d

12. Benedictus
Benedictus

A
B
1-13
14-29
D→e→D f#→A→D

Hosanna
13. Agnus Dei
Agnus Dei

Same as Hosanna in Sanctus
A
1-21
Eb→g→d→g

Lux Aeterna

B
22-41
C

Requiem Aeterna
(fugue)

Exposition
41-53
C

Episode
53-65
a→G→C

Exposition
71-91
c→g→

Episode 1
91-97
→c→f→

Cum sanctis
(fugue)

*set of entries

A
Codetta
29-60
60-62
→b→G→D→

Cad. Extension
65-70

Count. Exp.
97-114
→c→Bb→f→

3rd S.O.E.
Episode 3
117-136
136-144
→Eb→c→g→ c→g→

Episode 2
114-117
→Bb→

4th S.O.E. Episode 4
144-156
156-168
g→
g→c→f→c→Bb→

5th S.O.E.
Stretto
Dom. Pedal Point 6th S.O.E.
168-185
185-208
208-214
215-219
Bb→f→c→ c→Eb→Ab→c→ →
→
Codetta
220-225
→

Figure 3. Key Areas and Formal Structure of Missa pro defunctis32
32

Dashed vertical lines represent a major section that moves attaca into another. Solid vertical
lines represent the end of a movement.
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Melody Treatise Overview

In the preface of Traité de mélodie, Reicha asserts the need for treatises dedicated
to the topic of melody. As previously mentioned, he states that melody and harmony are
the “two pillars of music.”33 In his opinion, study of melody should come before
harmony. Reicha writes,
Melody is the language of feeling, and although we do not understand the logic of
our sensations, it is nevertheless true that we can make useful and instructive
observations about melody. There are a great number of beautiful and interesting
melodies, and it is not difficult to demonstrate why they are good but it is even
easier to demonstrate why certain melodies are not good.34
Written as a resource for composers and theory students, Reicha's treatise on
melody is based upon the premise of symmetry—a concept that should “contribute to a
healthy balance of unity and variety in compositions.”35

Keys

Before discussion of melody and its construction, Reicha defines prerequisite
concepts: 1) keys, 2) linking keys, or modulation, 3) unity of the key, and 4) the nature
of strong and weak beats in a common measure.36
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A “common measure” refers to the standard concept of strong and weak beats in a typical
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Reicha suggests scales have their own “character and particular nuance,” which
he believed ranged from “somber” to “bright” by using the circle of fifths with G-flat as
the most somber and F-sharp as the brightest. Missa pro defunctis was composed mostly
in Reicha’s central or somber tonal areas. The author believes it is possible, but never
specifically reported, that Reicha considered ethos as influence by key or scale when
choosing key areas for the Requiem.37
Reicha was less descriptive when dealing with the remaining concepts. First,
Reicha asserts that melodic modulation, while more commonly defined as a harmonic
phenomenon, can occur independent of harmony. Second, melodic modulations are most
effective when they occur between relative keys. Third, weak and strong beats,
especially their positions in cadences, materially define a unique melody. Reicha
provides the following guidelines:
1) when the cadence is made with an appoggiatura, its last note falls on a weak
beat;
2) when it is made without an appoggiatura, its last note falls on a strong beat;
3) when this appoggiatura is so prolonged that it takes up an entire measure,
which is sometimes the case at the end of a melody, then both these notes fall on
the two strong beats of these two measures.38
Melodic Construction and Analysis

Reicha believed the types of relationships of melody and harmony in composition
could be divided into three categories, those in which 1) The melody is predominant, 2)

37
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the harmony is predominant, and 3) these two pillars of music are successfully balanced.
In Traité de Melodié, he dealt primarily with genres in which the melody predominates,
such as chansons, romances, national airs, arias, duets, and instrumental solos.39
Reicha describes a “bad melody” as: 1) lacking proper phrasing; 2) of poor,
uninspired design; 3) lacking suitable form; 4) monotonous, due to insufficiently varied
pitches, cadences, scales, octaves or rhythms; 5) of unsuitable timbre; 6) un-unified
because ideas are not intimately connected; 7) being too long to remember; or 8)
overshadowed by the accompaniment.40 “Good melodies” are based on his concept of
symmetry, as they are easily divisible into equal and similar phrases. These phrases,
properly built, create rests of various strengths, which are found at equal distances, (e.g.,
placed symmetrically).
At the micro level, melodies consist of motivic materials Reicha named dessins.
Paired dessins form a phrase. When phrases are combined, they constitute a period,
ending with a perfect authentic cadence.41
This level of melodic symmetry is found in the Tuba mirum, Liber scriptus, and
Benedictus movements of Missa pro defunctis. In the Tuba mirum movement, the tenor
soloist opens with an eight-measure period that can be divided into four dessins and two
phrases (see Musical Example 5).
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Musical Example 5. A musical period; Tuba mirum mm. 6-13

In the Liber Scriptus movement, the melody predominates. Its construction,
however, is much different from that of the Tuba mirum. Four-measure dessins combine
to form eight-measure phrases. These phrases are, however, complicated by the
harmonic implications of a melody that leads neither to half nor to perfect cadences,
although layered on the same level of organization found in the Tuba mirum movement.
The harmonic rhythm of the Liber scriptus movement changes each measure. As shown
in Musical Example 6, both measures 1 and 5 are anacrusic (macro beat four when
considering the larger phrase shape). Additionally, each phrase implies its own key
center, with measures 1-4 in A-minor and measures 5-8 in C-minor. What appears to be
a very symmetrical melodic design is actually complicated by the implied harmonies.
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Musical Example 6. Macro-phrases of the Liber scriptus; mm. 1-8

Another melodic idea is presented in measure 41 following a ritornello in
measures 35-40. This phrase concludes in measure 52 with a perfect authentic cadence
on A-minor. This entire period is the combination of three dessins. Much like in Musical
Example 6, the harmonic syntax lacks the simplicity Reicha describes as ideal (phrases
ending with half cadences), and instead uses secondary cadence points on VII6 and V6-5/4-3
before the perfect authentic cadence on A-minor.
Melody also predominates in the Benedictus movement. The four-measure
phrases elide with a perfect authentic cadence in measure 7, a transition to E-minor, and
eventually a half-cadence in D-major.
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Implications for Conducting

An understanding of Reicha’s melodic construction and cadence formulas should
inform conductors’ decisions regarding breaths and phrasing. Reicha states:
The quarter cadence: resting point, is weaker than a half cadence and separates
one melodic figure from another. The half-cadence separates members [phrases]
from one another, and should therefore be stronger than a quarter cadence. The
three-quarter cadence is stronger than a half cadence and weaker than a full
cadence, but can terminate a period just as well as the latter, the only difference
being the key in which it finishes.42
In applying these ideas, the tenor soloist would be advised to sing without breathing
between dessins in the Tuba mirum movement, as shown in Musical Example 7.
Musical Example 7. Phrasing the Tuba mirum; mm. 6-10

Additionally, the dynamic climax of the first phrase should be less loud than the
climax of the second phrase, thus creating two shapes within the larger eight-measure
period. A conductor may coach a soloist to sing more quietly depending on the demands
42
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of the dramatic action, and other musical factors such as melodic shape and harmonic
tension.
Other examples of applying Reicha’s phrase structure to conducting decisions can
be seen in the opening measures of the Liber scriptus movement in Musical Example 6.
A conductor could choose to conduct the piece in one, but further organize the phrases by
conducting a macro four-pattern. Identifying the first measure as anacrusic (beat 4 in the
macro-pattern) has a great impact on the affect of the movement. Further examples of
applying Reicha’s phrase structure to conducting decisions can be seen in Musical
Example 8 and the Benedictus movement in Musical Example 9.
Musical Example 8. Formal phrase division in the Liber scriptus; mm. 1-16
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Musical Example 9. Formal phrase division in the Benedictus; mm.1-7
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Execution of Melody

Vocalists

Reicha begins one section of the treatise with the subheading “On the Manner of
Performing Melody and on the Art of Embellishing It.” In it he states, “It is not sufficient
to invent good melodies; they must also be performed perfectly.”43
Reicha lists five qualifications for an excellent singer:
(1) to have a sonorous, yet sweet, flexible, and pleasing [voice] with a range both
sufficient and even, (2) a profound sensibility, (3) an exquisite taste, (4) a perfect
schooling, and (5) [a] well-trained, refined, and delicate ear.44
He continues, “How many composers have not been the victims of performances lacking
in nuance, taste, feeling, or finally, lacking a voice capable of charming or interesting
us?”45
Reicha declares a strong preference for the Italian school of singing. “…no
climate has produced such excellent voices, such perfect singers, and in such great
quantity, as that of Italy.”46 He continues,
Moreover, there is one manner of singing in Italy, another in France, and a third in
Germany. In Italy, singing still exists, but not quite like before, and the good
schools are beginning to deteriorate. In France, one always shouts more than one
sings. In Germany, both occur; which is to say that generally one does not shout
too loudly, but also one does not sing too well.47
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The Italian school of singing as represented by Carlo Bronschi Farinelli (17051782) and Luiza Rosa d’Aguiar Todi (1753-1833)—whom Reicha ranked among the
greatest singers of all time—indicates Reicha’s preference for lyric bel canto singing.
Reicha’s definition of an ideal singer and his standards for vocal performance are
important considerations for the conductor preparing a Reicha work. Decisions regarding
timbre will be especially affected.

Ornamentation

To Reicha, a melody should be “broad and simple,” contain phrasing “strictly
observed and cadences strongly pronounced.” 48 The clarity of a melody should not suffer
from a performer’s embellishments. Reicha stressed the need for taste and intelligence
when deciding where and how to ornament melodies. Referring to “skeleton arias”—
arias composed in a manner that requires tremendous flexibility and creativity of the
performers—Reicha writes:
Since these embellished arias, being well sung, have always had many advocates,
and at the same time have had a fatal influence on composition, the following
comments will be instructive . . . a distinction must be made between a talented
singer with a pleasant and flexible voice, who embellishes an aria with sensitivity
and taste, and those pitiable overacting caricatures who produce the worst
results.49
Some ornaments should be used to embellish slow lines while others for quick lines, but
neither should alter the harmonic motion of cadences. He writes:
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They [embellishing soloists] have been largely detrimental to art, particularly in
Italy where these embellishments now endlessly abound. This is because
composers were obliged to sacrifice art to caprice, carelessness, and frivolity, in
composing arias made only to be embellished by singers who had barely two
modulations and two chords in their ear, and could not embellish other harmonies
and modulations . . . composers have forgotten the immense resources of their art
and have allowed the Italian school to deteriorate; thus they now revolve within a
very narrow sphere.50
Reicha provided three examples of what he considered to be correct models of
embellishments. He states composers and singers may use them as an “example of
performance in this genre.”51 Musical Example 10 illustrates how Reicha suggested a
soloist might embellish the Air by Giordanello, which Reicha transcribed after hearing a
“skillful Italian singer” perform it.52
Musical Example 10. Reicha's suggested embellishments for Air by Giordanello53

Conductors, after studying the embellishment examples in the treatise, can coach soloists
to ornament melodies in a manner in line with Reicha's preferences. Goodman’s notes in
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the preface to the performance edition indicate, “Additional, tasteful embellishments
offered by the soloist could add to the affect of the movement.”54
The soprano could embellish Agnus Dei so as to reflect Reicha’s preference for
maintaining the harmonic implications of the melody (see Musical Examples 11 and 12).
Musical Example 11. Unembellished soprano solo, Agnus Dei; mm. 7-9

Musical Example 12. Embellished soprano solo, Agnus Dei; mm. 7-955
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Other instances of potential embellishments may be found in the Tuba mirum and
Liber scriptus movements (see Musical Examples 13-15).
Musical Example 13. Embellished soprano solo, Liber scriptus; mm. 8-12

Musical Example 14. Embellished tenor solo, Liber scriptus; mm. 41-48

Musical Example 15. Embellished tenor solo, Tuba mirum; mm. 15-19

As the melodic construction of the soprano solo in the Benedictus movement is
already florid, a soloist should leave it unaltered. Reicha defines an aria with simple
melodies and brilliant passages or runs as the aria di bravura. The Benedictus
movement, with its brilliant passages is an instance when “the composer must determine
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everything while observing the rhythm and consequently the cadences: too bad for those
if they have not the talent for it.”56

Implications for Conducting

A conductor’s role in these areas of performance (vocalists and ornamentation) is
most relevant when casting soloists and coaching their solos. The vocal characteristics
Reicha described are very general. His insistence that vocalists sing with good technique
and exemplary musicianship were aligned with nineteenth-century Classical performance
practice. The clarity that he described probably dealt with vibrato and timbre. According
to Shrock,
Vibrato . . . was employed as a performance practice during the Classical era.
However, it was not utilized pervasively (i.e., at all times), and, like other
elements of performance practice, it was more limited in scope [amplitude] than is
common in present times.57
Regarding ornamentation, a conductor might refer to Reicha’s ornamentation
examples, as found in the appendix of his treatise on melody, in addition to the
suggestions offered in this chapter. Regardless of what the conductor and soloists choose
to do, being aware of Reicha’s preference for simplicity should guide how much and to
what extent lines are ornamented.
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Composing Melody

In the next large section of Traité de Melodié Reicha describes how to teach or
learn to compose melody. It begins with a discussion regarding the development of a
motive and melodic sequence. Reicha manipulates Mozart’s themes to demonstrate
modulatory technique. A conductor must be aware that Missa pro defunctis as an entire
work is unified, in part by recurring motivic material. The motives in the Kyrie fugue,
the Quam olim Abrahae movement, and the final Cum sanctus fugue are quite similar as
illustrated in Musical Example 16.
Musical Example 16. Similarity of fugue subjects

The opening instrumental accompaniment of the Dies irae movement also is used
to unify the work, as it closely resembles the opening of the Confutatis movement with its
intervallic construction. In each case, composed figuration adds interest to the reiteration
of the tonic pitch. Reicha uses major and minor seconds and minor thirds, as shown in
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Musical Example 17, leading to the orchestra’s arpeggiated fully-diminished seventh
chords.
Musical Example 17. Similarities between the opening of the Dies irae and Confutatis
movements

In the treatise, after discussing the development of motif and melodic sequence,
Reicha explains in varying detail nine principles to follow when composing melodies.
These principles are followed by a syllabus for an examination in composition. It is the
opinion of the author that, while these principles reveal insight into the compositional
process, they provide little direct implication for performance of Missa pro defunctis.

Accompanying Melody

Of the eight subsections in the appendix dealing with composing accompaniment
to melody, one section labeled “on the relation of character between melody and
harmony” is most relevant to this analysis. Reicha begins, “When the melody is sweet
and natural, the harmony should not be intense and studied; it must be simple and natural,
like its melody.”58 An overall approach of “less is more” continuously surfaces: Reicha’s
thin harmony and thin texture preserve the primacy of the melody. Reicha provides a
table that displays chords and suspensions that should be avoided when setting “light and
58
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simple” melodies. A “sad melody expressing grief” may include all of the chords and
suspensions not allowed with light and simple melodies, but still should be used
sparingly. Reicha identifies Paisiello and Cimarosa as exemplary composers of this type
of melody. Examples from the Benedictus movement highlight Reicha’s simplicity of
setting a light and simple melody (see Musical Example 18).
Musical Example 18. Simple harmonization and texture accompanying a melody in the
Benedictus; mm. 6-11

Reicha then moves to two new topics, orchestration and balance. Reicha warns
composers to keep track of the number of wind instruments when one “considers that the
melody of an aria sung by a solo voice is accompanied by an orchestra of twenty-four,
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thirty, and forty or more players.”59 Furthermore, with regard to balance and forces,
Reicha states “the overuse of orchestral forces, and the poor distribution and overuse of
loud dynamics, all contribute to spoiling the charm of even the most pleasant melody.”60
Reicha provides guidelines for accompanying sung melody:
1) the entire orchestra must never be used to accompany the melody; it may be
used only in ritornelli;
2) high notes, that is, those which are higher than the melody, should be used
sparingly;
3) loud dynamics should also be reserved for ritornelli, sometimes for final
measures of periods, and for the coda.61
When speaking specifically about dynamic, he says “During the course of a
melody one should use here and there mezzo-forte, reinforzando, and forte-piano, instead
of forte, and use only piano as much as possible.

Implications for Conducting

Reicha’s dynamic preferences as stated above indicate his desire to balance the
overall texture with the sung melody and allow the work to remain “charming” and
“delicate.” Important elements of detail for a conductor to consider include balancing
melody with harmonic support, and the choir with the orchestra.
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Summary

Reicha wrote Traité de Melodié in an effort to distinguish between melody and
harmony and thereby discredit popular belief at the time of their dependence upon one
another. The treatise provided ample discussion of techniques for composing, analyzing,
and performing melodies. He summarizes the treatise by providing three “cardinal
points:”
1) That we find melody charming independently of harmony
2) That harmony may also be of great interest without melody
3) That melody blended with harmony is the third means by which we are moved,
but with modifications that do not exist either in melody or in harmony
considered in isolation62
The care and precision with which Reicha composed melodies is revealed in
Traité de Melodié. Study of the melodic and phrase structure should guide a conductor to
make more informed decisions regarding phrase shape, length, and balance.
Additionally, the treatise reveals his philosophies regarding vocalists, ornamentation, and
dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS AS A REFLECTION OF COURS DE
COMPOSITION MUSICALE; OU, TRAITÉ COMPLET ET RAISONNÉ D'HARMONIE
PRATIQUE

Harmony Treatise Overview

Missa pro defunctis can stand as an example of Reicha’s mastery of theory and
counterpoint. More than one scholar has wondered if Reicha wrote the Requiem to
demonstrate skill at semi-tonal voice leading and complicated harmonic syntax, often
through the use of common tones.
As highlighted by Magee, in Reicha’s harmonic theories in Cours de composition
musicale; ou, Traité complet et raisonné d'harmonie pratique, Reicha uses the terms
counterpoint and harmony synonymously,
The words counterpoint and harmony are synonymous . . . Even though the word
counterpoint, taken literally, signifies harmony, this word is used in modern
practice only to express an invertible harmony. It will be in this sense that we
will employ it in the course of this work.63
Harmony (counterpoint) according to Reicha can be recognized in one of two
styles: strict and free. Reicha declared strict style harmony—employed pre-1700—as
“rationalistic, scientific, and devoid of feeling.”64 Free-style harmony embodied the
aesthetics of Romanticism which “cold calculations are to be avoided, but on the contrary
are to be employed only as ideas, feelings, effects, melody, variety, and truth in the
63
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representation of imitative music.”65 Packard, in his dissertation Seven French Theorists
of the Nineteenth-Century, summarized the distinction Reicha made between strict and
free counterpoint:
The former type, strict music, is characterized by the absence of: 1) parallel
unisons or octaves, 2) broken chords and non-harmonic tones, 3) the
predominance of a single part, 4) enharmonic modulations and . . . the frequent
use of sequences, suspensions, imitations, canons, and double counterpoint. The
greater part of church music, fugues, canons, and music studied in school are
included in the category of strict music. Free music, on the other hand, i.e., the
concerti, solos, airs, military music, chamber music, and theater music, is
characterized by the presence of those things forbidden in strict music.66
Reicha more than once mentioned the association of church music and the older,
stricter style. “In his [Reicha’s] opinion the strict style offered ‘great resources in sacred
music,’ and at the same time he was critical of the ‘instrumental and theatrical luxury
which has been introduced into our churches.’”67 This statement contradicts Reicha’s
own setting of the sacred text of Missa pro defunctis as it was composed more in free
than in strict style. As mentioned previously, why or for whom he composed the
Requiem must have justified this juxtaposition of styles in a sacred composition.
Cours de composition musicale; ou, Traité complet et raisonné d'harmonie
pratique as a whole continues the discussion begun in Traité de Melodié and lays the
foundation for Traité de haute composition musicale. Reicha doesn’t write as much
about harmonic construction as a succession of vertical sonorities than he does linear
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harmony. The treatise includes ten topics Reicha felt were neglected in current harmony
texts, but begins with a simple description of intervals and chords.
Reicha inserted a figure of the thirteen chord possibilities available to a composer.
In it he classified four chords as fundamental: major, minor, diminished, and the
dominant seventh. The remaining nine chords he considers to be alterations of the
fundamental chords. This classification system, at the time, was commonly accepted, but
not universal. Fétis was among theorists who disagreed. These theorists held that such
chords as eleventh and thirteenth chords should be accepted. In a footnote, Reicha states:
The disputes that have arisen as to the origin of some chords have resulted in
nothing useful to the art: of what importance indeed, is it to assign to a chord this
or that chord for its origin, provided you know how to employ it well?68
Reicha was far more interested in a chord’s function, use within a composition, and how
to properly treat its preparation and resolution, than in classifying or constructing it.
Of the ten goals Reicha outlines for the treatise, two are most relevant to Missa
pro defunctis: 1) “An instructive and complete theory of modulation” and 2) “the laws
according to which Nature connects different chords.”69

Modulation

Reicha discussed modulation in each of his treatises. According to Packard, only
French theorist Savard wrote about modulation more extensively than Reicha. Reicha
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contextualized the discussion by stating that when composing in strict style, modulation
to relative keys was most suitable.
Reicha’s theories of modulation allowed more liberties than did the strict style.
He believed modulating to unrelated chords was permitted in two cases; first, if a major
chord functioned as the dominant of a new minor key, or if a major chord was used as
dominant in the old key, a method that used a deceptive cadence as a modulatory
device.70
Regarding key relationships between movements, Reicha suggested using
“remote modulations, such as from D to E-flat, or the chromatic third relations, as in D to
B-flat.”71 Reicha favored third relationships, both in the Requiem and generally. “In his
own compositions Reicha used third relationship even more than Beethoven or Schubert,
and as a theorist he stood up for the cause of using third-related keys.”72 Figure 4 draws
attention to the key relationships between the movements of Missa pro defunctis.
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Figure 4. Key relationships in Missa pro defunctis

Reicha asserted, “scarcely any modulation exists that a skillful harmonist cannot
effect [sic] with four intermediate chords.”73 Those chords, however, should be
prolonged so the listener may adjust.
The opening eight measures of the Requiem movement exemplify the complexity
of Reicha’s harmonic language. Labeled in Musical Example 19, measure 3 and measure
4 are examples of secondary-dominant expansions that briefly tonicize F-minor. These
initial eight measures lead to a half-cadence on B-flat major. While the progression is
73
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dense with the harmonic rate of one per quarter-note, harmonic expectations are neither
disappointed nor met, as Reicha rarely stays in any tonal area long enough to establish
expectation.
Musical Example 19. Complex harmonic progression in the Introit; mm. 1-8

Reicha employs secondary-dominant and dominant expansions throughout Missa
pro defunctis. These expansions are also used to prolong material before cadence points
and to weaken tonal expectations by obfuscating the tonic. Another example of Reicha’s
use of dominant expansion/prolongation is found in Musical Example 20.
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Musical Example 20. Dominant Prolongation in the Introit; mm. 35-38

Chord Progressions

Chord progressions were to Reicha “what syllables and words are for poetry and
discourse. If we placed either at random, they would offer no meaning to the mind nor to
the feelings.”74 Reicha offers specific instructions regarding the proper usage of
dissonant chords, perfect triads, diminished triads, altered chords, spacing, and voiceleading and passing tones.
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In addition to the surprising harmonic progression found at the very beginning of
the work, the end of the Kyrie fugue further shows Reicha’s techniques. The listener
expects a cadential 6/4 chord after the viio7/V; instead Reicha creates a cadential evasion
by resolving to III6 setting up a perfect authentic cadence at the end of the movement and
allowing for a final cadence on c-minor (see Musical Example 21).
Musical Example 21. Harmonic progression in the Kyrie; mm. 142-150

A similar progression concludes the Requiem, but here Reicha employs the expected
6/4—perhaps in an effort to provide closure.
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The following examples highlight other characteristics of Reicha’s harmonic
syntax: use of non-chord tones as in the Recordare movement (see Musical Example 22),
extended use of secondary applied chords as in the Liber Scriptus movement (see
Musical Example 23), and of harmonic sequences as in the Dies Irae movement (see
Musical Example 24).
Musical Example 22. Non-chord tones in the Recordare; mm. 70-71
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Musical Example 23. Secondary applied chords in the Liber scriptus; mm. 23-28
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Musical Example 24. Harmonic sequence in the Dies irae; mm. 11-17
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Implications for Conducting

To Reicha, harmony must remain the servant of melody. While it is clear he
considered harmonic facility and manipulation of critical importance, the Requiem, at its
base, is constructed linearly and supported harmonically. The conductor who recognizes
the essential melodic nature of this work will be best equipped to use Reicha’s harmonic
tenets to express the musical work as a whole.
The treatise includes no specific performance-practice suggestions, but does
provide insight into Reicha’s harmonic ideas. A conductor who recognizes salient
harmonic devices employed in the Requiem can decide to illuminate their effects.
The secondary dominant and dominant extensions—composed to delay harmonic
progressions long enough to allow the listener to accept challenging or dense harmonic
progressions—are instances when a conductor can make articulation and dynamic
variances to enhance the effect.
Additionally, a conductor should enhance the impact of cadential evasions and
other harmonic surprises with articulation, dynamic, and tempo variance. Allowing these
special devices to fade into the overall texture reduces the drama of the composition. For
example, when conducting the Kyrie section illustrated in Musical Example 21, a
conductor could hold the fully-diminished seventh chord longer than indicated and incite
a full forte dynamic at the deceptive resolution to increase the effect of this surprising
harmonic progression.
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Summary

Cours de composition musicale; ou, Traité complet et raisonné d'harmonie
pratique reveals Reicha’s opinions and theories relating to harmony. The harmonic
language of Missa pro defunctis is at times surprising and may be difficult to understand,
however, through the lens of the treatises, we can garner a closer understanding of what
Reicha believed to be acceptable harmonic principles.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS AS A REFLECTION OF TRAITÉ DE
HAUTE COMPOSITION MUSICALE

Fugue Overview

Traité de Haute Composition Musicale is in two volumes. The first is dedicated
to counterpoint, imitation, and canon while the second volume is devoted to fugue.
Compositional elements with performance implications discussed in the first volume
have been discussed in previous chapters. This chapter will deal with fugue.
Reicha devoted a great deal of energy, both as composer and theorist, to fugue.
His writings and compositions reflect shifts over time in his own ideas, theories, and
influences, ranging from innovative to traditional. Magee dates Reicha’s initial interest
in fugal composition somewhere between 1799 and 1802, in Paris. Reicha’s interest
might have been a reflection of the diminished value nineteenth-century Italians placed
on fugue. He sought to “rejuvenate the fugue to keep it alive as composition.”75 His first
fugues were composed for piano. Magee suggests Reicha chose the piano in an effort to
“free the genre from limited association with church music.”76 These fugues, Twelve
Fugues for Piano, (1799) and Fugue on a Theme by Dom. Scarlattiz (1802) were
precursors to the more influential works, Trente-six Fugues written in Vienna in 1803.
During this period, Reicha’s fugues were recognized as radical and reckless, far beyond
the norm at the turn of the nineteenth-century. Beethoven’s and Albrechtsberger’s
75
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criticism, and that of other experts, spurred Reicha to defend his new techniques in the
article Über das neue Fugensystem. In it, Reicha listed what he believed to be primary
characteristics of fugue.
1. Successive entrance of the voices
2. Drawing interest out of the subject by shortening or lengthening it, by
augmentation and diminution, by canon, and by proceeding from one voice to
another
3. Maintaining unity of character melodically and harmonically
4. Using double counterpoint when it is possible
5. Varying the accompaniment of the subject from two to three or four voices77
Reicha classified as secondary characteristics what traditional theorists had long
designated primary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Answering the subject only in the dominant
Modulating only to closely related keys
Beginning and ending the fugue in the same key
Using only selected theme-types considered suitable as fugue subjects
Applying only acceptable operations on the theme78

Some of the thirty-six fugues for piano followed more traditional fugal
techniques. The remaining fugues violated his list of secondary rules by answering the
subject in areas other than the dominant, including at the tritone.79 Many of Reicha’s
contemporaries criticized this shift from tradition. As a result of the criticism, Reicha’s
fugues became less innovative and more aligned with his peers, at least in his writings
and composition.
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Magee offers a few possibilities for this change in philosophy. First, Magee
suggests Beethoven and Albrechtsberger were influential in persuading Reicha to “retreat
from his more eccentric notions.” Second, since he wanted to teach at the Paris
Conservatory, Reicha may intentionally have moved toward more mainstream theories.80
It was after this shift that Reicha composed the fugues of Missa pro defunctis.
These, the Kyrie, Quam olim Abrahae, Hosanna, Requiem aeterna, and Cum sanctis
movements, contain a mixture of traditional and innovative fugal techniques.
In choosing a fugue subject, Reicha wrote, “[subjects] in the strict style are, in
general, varied little and hardly salient; the subjects of modern fugues are rich, quite
varied, new and outstanding.”81 The following Musical Example identifies the subjects of
the fugues in Missa pro defunctis (see Musical Example 25).
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Musical Example 25. The fugue subjects of Missa pro defunctis82
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The initial fugue subjects in their entirety are notated in Musical Example 25. In some cases,
the subject is never entirely repeated in succeeding entries. In those instances, the material that serves as
the true subject is notated prior to the vertical dashed line.
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In the treatise, Reicha’s prescription for a tonal answer of the subject was more
conservative than in previous writings.
When the subject modulates to the dominant, it is necessary to divide it into two
parts: the part which remains in the key will be transposed to the fifth above, and
that which is found in the key of the dominant is transposed to the fourth above.83
Reicha was the first to use the term “exposition” to describe the opening section
of a fugue. Its function was to serve as “regulator” and determine the smallest note value,
basic values, and the design of accompaniment.84 Multiple voices state the subject
entering at different times and on different beats. Additionally, these entrances were
modified as little as possible, to unify the work.85
The nineteenth-century episode was defined as “a phrase foreign to the subject,
[that] serves to make it rest.”86 Reicha believed the episode was possible in two ways: 1)
partial development and 2) unrelated material. The Kyrie of Reicha’s Missa pro defunctis
includes few of the techniques Reicha described in his secondary guidelines for fugue
composition, but does depart from tradition by omitting a second exposition and
including two episodes and two strettos. Reicha would have classified these episodes as
partially developmental; they maintain a great deal of the original subject material.
Perhaps it was Reicha’s insistence on varying the subject that precluded the return of a
true exposition, a section that would normally have left the subject in its original state.
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Reicha held that the most important element of the fugue was the partial development.
“This material is often so abundant that it is necessary to omit a part (the least interesting)
in order not to extend the fugue beyond a reasonable limit.”87
Reicha defined stretto as “tight” or “narrow.” Reicha used stretto frequently,
placing them between episodes and near the end of the fugue.
Reicha believed rests before entrances of subjects gave “greater clarity and
interest.”88 This is most obvious in the Kyrie fugue, and is likely a technique suggested
by the text.
The Cum sanctis fugue is a double fugue. When writing fugues with more than
one subject, Reicha simply stated the need to use subjects that were easily discernable.89
In Missa pro defunctis, he differentiates these two subjects by having the first primarily
in half notes while the second is in quarter notes, a similar compositional model used in
Mozart’s Kyrie double fugue in his Requiem.
In setting text to a fugue, Berlioz is said to have asked Reicha why composers had
a predilection for setting fugues to Amen or Kyrie eleison. Reicha replied to Berlioz,
“because everyone did it!”90 Missa pro defunctis was no exception, as the Kyrie was set
as a fugue.
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Genre fugué—fugal material such as exposition, stretto, and imitative
development within homophonic forms—was a free technique that Reicha specified as
appropriate in musical theater, ensemble pieces, choruses, opera finales, and church
music. The fugues in Missa pro defunctis, genre fugues, reflect a more conservative
period of fugal composition in Reicha’s overall oeuvre.

Implications for Conducting

Few implications for conducting fugues are specifically stated by Reicha in Traité
de Haute Composition Musicale, however, analysis of his fugue phrase structure and
formal tendencies provides a conductor opportunity to articulate and shape the fugues in
artistic and interesting ways to clarify the texture. Both subjects from the Cum sanctis
fugue have been articulated and marked with dynamics used in the author’s performance
of Missa pro defunctis as an example of this concept (see Musical Example 26).
Musical Example 26. Both subjects in the Cum sanctis double fugue articulated

It is important to recognize the form of each fugue when deciding overarching
dynamic goals. There is no second exposition as the subjects do not re-enter in their
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entirety in alternating voices. Accordingly, a conductor should treat some false or
episodic entrances as if each were, in fact, a true exposition. Otherwise there will be a
lack of unity, clarity of the subject, and transparency in textures that otherwise become
too dense and taxing to the ear.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS AS A REFLECTION OF ART DU
COMPOSITEUR DRAMATIQUE, OU COURS COMPLET DE COMPOSITION
VOCALE

Dramatic Music Treatise Overview

Art du compositeur dramatique; ou, Cours complet de composition vocale (1833)
was constructed in two parts: the first is in prose, and the second is musical examples.
The first volume is divided further into four sections: 1) prosody and libretto, 2) dramatic
vocal music, 3) instrumental music in opera, and 4) staging, finales, illusions, and nonoperatic works. The second volume, the collection of supporting musical examples,
draws from a variety of sources Reicha believed epitomized good writing, including
excerpts from two of his own operas Natalie ou la famille russe (1816) and Sapho (1822).
Reicha surveys compositional techniques in the area of dramatic music then
extant—primarily of the nineteenth and late eighteenth centuries—and cites composers
and works he considers best. This greater context and objective survey of what Reicha
did and did not include in the treatise were important components of Martin Smith’s
dissertation “Antoine Joseph Reicha’s Theories on the Composition of Dramatic Music”
(1979).91 For example, Smith found it curious that Reicha did not discuss the
contributions to dramatic composition by composers such as Daniel François Esprit
Auber (1782-1871), Gioachino Antonio Rossini (1792-1868), and Giacomo Meyerbeer
(1791-1864).
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Reicha favored the traditions established by Christoph Willibald Gluck (17141787) and praised his compositions as exhibiting a “vast theatrical conception” and a
“superior genius.”92 In addition to Gluck, Reicha lists others he held to be fine composers
of dramatic music: “composers who lived from the time of Rameau to Auber in France,
from Carissimi to Rossini in Italy, and from Keiser to Weber in Germany.”93 Carissimi’s
inclusion in this broad evaluation of dramatic music is important, since Carissimi’s
primary importance as a composer of dramatic music was in the genres of oratorio and
cantata.
Gluck’s beliefs regarding subservience of text to music became a central theme in
Reicha’s treatise. Not only does Reicha cite Gluck’s work as ideal, but also most
composers Reicha cites in Art du compositeur dramatique were, in one way or another,
associated with him. Gluck, his predecessors, and his contemporaries incorporated these
traits into their compositions: “1) a flexible balance between drama and music, 2) a
decreased role for simple recitative in favor of more diversified forms, such as
accompanied recitative and arioso, 3) a greater flexibility in the juxtaposition of
recitatives, arias, ensemble pieces, and choruses within an act, and a better incorporation
of the last three into the action of the plot, 4) the increased importance of the orchestra,
and 5) the use of incipient Leitmotif techniques.”94 Of these techniques, one and four are
most relevant to the study of Missa pro defunctis and will be discussed in subsequent
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sections. The following larger categories correspond with the format of Reicha’s treatise
and the work Smith revealed through his analysis of the treatise.

Prosody and the Libretto

Prosody

As mentioned previously, Reicha emphasizes text and its relationship with the
music in Art du compositeur dramatique; ou, Cours complet de composition vocal. The
treatise begins with Reicha declaring, “The first duty of a composer of dramatic music is
to observe and respect the prosody of the language in which he composes.”95
It was important to Reicha that composers study and understand four languages:
French, German, Italian, and Latin.96 Each, Reicha pointed out, contains unique accent
patterns. An accent is stress or emphasis on a word or part of a word.97 Reicha taught
composers to understand and respect the accent patterns of the language and text being
set. Missa pro defunctis is an example of good text setting by Reicha’s own rules.
Although understanding the prosody of spoken poetry or text was neither foreign
to composers nor unique to Reicha, he was among a minority of theorists to discuss
linguistic prosody and its direct implications for setting text to music.98 Further, Reicha
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decreed that having grasped the prosody of a language, the composer should next
consider the most appropriate way to align it with the metrical accents of the music (i.e.
strong and weak beats). In the treatise, Reicha spends a considerable amount of time
dealing with the complexities of the French language, though his observations are
appropriate enough to apply to any language. Reicha urged composers to analyze the text
to be set, notating strong and weak beats, and to set syllables to correspondingly strong or
weak musical beats. Examples in this treatise demonstrate how Reicha himself prepared
text for setting. He allowed exception to these guidelines when setting single-syllable
words. They are to be set with logical accent as determined by their context within the
sentence.
Reicha advocates using harmony to deal with text phrases marked off by
punctuation such as commas, periods, and semicolons. Different punctuation marks call
for different cadential formulas. Reicha provides a figure of cadential possibilities and
discusses implications for their punctuation pairings.
A conductor preparing a choir to perform Missa pro defunctis will find that nearly
all stressed syllables align with the metrical accents of the music. When on rare
occasions a conductor notices an unaccented syllable on a strong beat, deeper
examination will show the primary voice part properly set. Given that Reicha was
meticulous in aligning text stress, rare instances of misplaced accents reveal the primary
voice in the texture (see Musical Example 27).
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Musical Example 27. Textual accents and strong and weak beats of the Agnus Dei; mm.
1-5

The Libretto

Reicha thoroughly discusses how to identify a libretto with the appropriate
elements for a dramatic composition. He divides librettos into two categories: those that
should be sung throughout (characteristic of Italian and French grand opera) and those
that should alternate singing and speaking (throughout Europe).99 The strength of a
libretto, according to Reicha, is not measured in isolation, but rather by its potential to
provide a proper marriage with music. He cautioned composers to avoid librettos that “1)
contain a large degree of irregularity in meter, 2) present too many different ideas at one
99
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time, and 3) are simply too long.” The libretto should be unified through “time, place,
and action,” and “possess a clear plot, a rapid progression of action, dramatic interest,
style, and a variety of characters.”100
The inherent drama of the requiem text, especially in the Dies irae sequence,
makes an exciting libretto for the concert stage. The libretto lacks character roles but
lends itself to a variety of dramatic possibilities.
Additional guidelines for selecting a libretto include choosing lyric versification
appropriate for the musical phrase construction Reicha considered appropriate. Reicha
highlights choruses by Handel’s Ester and Athalia, as exemplars. The libretto for the
requiem mass is a collection of short organized texts (with the exception of the Dies Irae
sequence) as shown in Figure 5.
Kyrie

A-B-A (Tripartite)

Dies Irae (Sequence)

AAA BBB CCC DDD
17 Stanzas in accentual, trochaic di-meter with twosyllable rhymes

Offertory

Free

Sanctus

ABCB (Sanctus, Hosanna, Benedictus, Hosanna)

Benedictus
Agnus Dei

AAB

Communion

ABA (Antiphon, Verse, Antiphon)

Figure 5. Poetic structure of the requiem mass texts
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Implications for Conducting

Reicha took great care setting the Latin text and music intentionally and
thoughtfully. In rehearsal and performance, shaping phrases with respect to the natural
accent patterns of the language is simple because Reicha so clearly matched the strong
and weak text syllables with musical beats. When an unaccented syllable falls on a
strong beat, in most cases, the artistic effect is intended to include a metrically
unaccented cadence.101 A conductor should coach the ensemble not to overemphasize an
unaccented syllable.

Dramatic Vocal Music

Introduction

Reicha discusses when, why, and how to match the drama of a text with equally
dramatic music. Organized in the manner of Reicha’s treatise, a discussion of solo vocal
music and ensemble and choral music applicable to the Requiem are discussed below.
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Solo Vocal Music

A large portion of Missa pro defunctis is composed for ensemble singing. Only
one movement—Tuba mirum—is entirely devoted to a soloist. Although Reicha
discusses recitative extensively in the treatise, the Requiem contains none, so it will not
be discussed. A thorough discussion regarding the air—Reicha’s desired term for music
that is “measured, rhythmic, and destined for a solo voice”—also is not applicable to this
analysis because the Tuba mirum movement, being only 32 measures long, and contains
three six-measure ritornelli, would be a weak example.102 Air cantabile may be a more
appropriate term. Air cantabile (melodious air) is a compromise between air déclamé
(declamatory air) and air chantant (singing air).103 Two examples of air cantabile from
Reicha’s opera Philoctète are included in the treatise. The Tuba mirum—an example of
air cantabile—contains a more elaborate melismatic and formal design (binary) than the
air déclamé, though less elaborate and contrasting in style than the air chantant.

Ensemble and Choral Music

The inclusion of vocal ensembles in operatic composition was becoming both
more fashionable and more important in early nineteenth-century France. The requiem
libretto lends itself naturally to ensemble singing because it lacks characters, but Reicha
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does vary the timbre by alternating between SATB soli and SATB choir in the Liber
scriptus, Recordare, Agnus Dei, and Benedictus movements.
Reicha believed a composer should: “1) be a good harmonist; 2) know good
modulatory techniques; 3) be well acquainted with orchestral effects; 4) possess an
aptitude for managing several singing voices simultaneously; 5) have a sure instinct for
placing ensembles in a scene; and 6) have listened to, studied, and analyzed a sufficient
quantity of well-made ensemble pieces.”104 Reicha demonstrated his proficiency as
harmonist, theoretician, and orchestrator in his first three treatises. Reicha composed
works for double choir and studied a great deal of existing literature. The six
characteristics he identifies as those of a successful composer of choral music seem to
represent his own compositional approach. Reicha suggests operatic vocal ranges for
opera choruses and operatic soloists. The vocal ranges in Missa pro defunctis extend
beyond Reicha’s ideal operatic ranges. Both the ranges of Missa pro defunctis and
Reicha’s operatic ranges would have exceeded the abilities of lesser-trained Viennese
church choirs (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Reicha's ideal vocal ranges of opera choruses, operatic soloists, and actual
ranges of Missa pro defunctis
Reicha paid attention to the transparency of melody and a proper balance between
singers and orchestra. First, sopranos should not be doubled; while the bass voice should
be doubled, tripled, or quadrupled before adding additional parts.105 Reicha discusses
which instruments suit which voice parts.
Above all, Reicha mandated a simple accompaniment texture. He identified
specific instruments as being more conducive to complementing vocal timbre in addition
to their range commonalities. For example, he suggested soprano voices be doubled by
the violins, altos with second violins, tenor with viola, and basses with cellos and double
basses. This doubling, neither unique to Reicha nor standard Viennese compositional
techniques, is frequently used in the Requiem fugues (see Musical Example 28).
105
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Musical Example 28. Instrumental and vocal doublings in Quam olim Abrahae; mm. 187192

In the Requiem, the texture is rarely dense. In very few places do all voices, vocal
and orchestral, sound at once. The vocal and melodic lines are transparent. Reicha
frowned upon overuse of the orchestra and dense textures—a fault he found in the world
of his contemporaries. Vocal writing with “modest or even no instrumental
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accompaniment at all” was the ideal. The bass entrance in the Introit is a clear example
of the simplicity with which Reicha orchestrated (see Musical Example 29).
Musical Example 29. Simple orchestration in the Introit; mm. 7-10

Generally speaking, Reicha uses wind instruments to add harmonic color to the
texture and strings to add harmonic support. Wind instruments could also double the
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voices or outline harmonic activity already occurring in the voice parts by arpeggiating
the final chord at a resting point.
Reicha’s music requires that a conductor become intimately aware of the texture
and its components. Balancing melodic lines within the harmonic structure is crucial and
eliminates the possibility of a “wall of sound” from the musicians. Melody—its
construction and execution—was of utmost importance to Reicha.
Within a choral texture, timbral variety, according to Reicha, could be achieved
by contrastingly scoring “1) the entire mass of voices in unison, 2) a duet between any
two parts, 3) a trio between any three parts, 4) a duet in dialogue between two male and
two female parts, or 5) all the women in unison for the treble and all the men in unison
with the bass with the harmony being in only two parts.”106
Reicha composed choruses in Missa pro defunctis beyond the level of complexity
common in opera of the time. He held that complicated choruses, cheurs dessinéns, best
suited oratorio and church music.

Instrumental Music

Within this section, Reicha reiterates some of his beliefs regarding orchestration.
To him, overuse of any particular technique constituted abuse and could be tiring to the
ear. Examples of how Reicha believed orchestration could provide variety include 1) the
same material altrernating between wind instruments and strings (Benedictus; mm. 29-
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35); 2) melodic material alternating between winds and strings (Domine Jesu; mm. 6-13);
and 3) a phrase played loudly by full orchestra and echoed by a smaller group (Rex
tremendae; mm. 1-8; Sanctus; mm. 1-9).107
Additionally, all winds could double the first violins to create a particularly
dramatic or majestic effect. Reicha used this technique, to a lesser degree, in parts of the
fugues in Missa pro defunctis. One of the most dramatic moments of the final Cum
sanctis fugues follows a climax of the entire orchestra playing, leaving only the singers
singing the primary motive unaccompanied in unison (See Musical Example 30).
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Musical Example 30. Significant texture change in the Cum sanctis; mm. 213-217
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Operatic Finale, the Illusion, and Dramatic Music Outside the Operatic Genre

In the last volume of the treatise on dramatic music, Reicha departed from
discussion of operatic composition to set out his standards for sacred music. He asserted
that music in the style of Palestrina was no longer employed in the nineteenth century
because it was “devoid of musical ideas, of melody, of symmetry, of grace, and of
variety.”108 He went on to stress that church music should be “touching, religious, simple,
easily sung, and noble.”109 Additionally, it should: “Avoid theatrical or excessive vocal
display; avoid loud or high instruments such as trumpets, trombones, piccolos, drums,
and ophicleides; and avoid certain orchestral effects, including a crescendo at the end of a
work, tremolos, stringed instruments playing in extreme ranges, stretto, and presto
tempos.”110
It was obvious to Reicha that virtuosic attributes of dramatic vocal music in
private and public concerts influenced contemporaneous religious music composition.
He wrote the following:
All the genres of vocal composition are encountered in the scenic music of our
day. In effect, one finds there, depending upon the text, 1) salon pieces, 2) pieces
which one invents for different social occasions, and 3) excerpts from oratorios or
music of the church.111
Missa pro defunctis both follows and violates the guidelines Reicha set for church
music and for operatic and dramatic music. It contains elements of excessive vocal
108
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display, loud instruments, including trumpets, trombones, and timpani; and a large builtin crescendo at the end of the work, while also lacking some of Reicha’s compositional
requirements for purely dramatic works.

Implications for Conducting

Missa pro defunctis works either as a dramatic or sacred work. A conductor must
decide which interpretation is most faithful to the composer’s intent and make supporting
artistic decisions.
The author chose to capitalize on the dramatic elements of the piece and create a
concertized performance of the sacred text. The trumpets were placed in the balcony
(described later in Chapter 6), the horns were encouraged to play louder in the Dies irae
movement (mm. 48-9), instruments Reicha classified as “noisy instruments” such as
trombones and timpani were encouraged to emphasize important motives in the Tuba
mirum and final Cum sanctis fugue, and the soprano in the Benedictus movement was
given permission to display the range of artistry she would bring to singing an opera.

Summary

Reicha carefully and thoroughly discussed crafting the music to the needs of the
libretto in dramatic compositions. Missa pro defunctis both aligns with and breaks from
the ideals laid out in the treatise. A conductor is challenged to truly understand the text’s
prosody, use Reicha’s text-setting construction as a means of determining prominent
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musical lines and larger phrase shaping concepts, and to capitalize on the inherent drama
of this libretto by encouraging balance between orchestra and voices.
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CHAPTER 6
PREPARING AND CONDUCTING MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS

Edition

Published by A-R Editions in 2008, the full score and piano-vocal scores are
available for purchase, and the instrumental parts are available for rental only. Editor
Amy Goodman maintained all dynamic, tempo, and articulation markings Reicha
indicated. She added very few editorial markings and clearly identified them by
italicizing. A detailed list of critical decisions Goodman made when deciphering the
manuscripts is included with the full score.

Forces Required

In Cours de composition musicale, Reicha describes what he terms the complete
“grand” orchestra—the standard Classic/Romantic orchestra: winds in pairs (two flutes,
two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns), three trumpets, three trombones,
timpani, and strings (violins, violas, cellos, double basses). This instrumentation is what
is required for Missa pro defunctis. Nineteenth-century performances routinely included
a keyboard player improvising from the full score or from cello or bass parts.112
Reicha called trumpets, trombones, and timpani “noisy instruments,” and used
them sparingly in this composition. In fact, the three trumpets play only in the Tuba
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mirum movement for the text, “The trumpet, spreading its wondrous sound through the
tombs of every land, will summon all before the throne.” In many instances, the
trombones play colla parte with the lower three voices of the choir, a common Viennese
practice in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.113
Wind instruments are often added at cadences, enhancing the volume and color
leading to the point of resolution. Throughout, strings complete Reicha’s harmonic
structure and bring out his melodies. In Cours de composition musicale Reicha stated his
belief that roughly 30 strings could balance ten winds.114
Vienna did not have its own official, resident orchestra during the eighteenth
century, aside from those associated with the theaters.115 Based on the records, the
following orchestral forces were most common (see Figure 7).
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1781
Theatre

1796
Ital

1796
Germ

1808
Ital

1808
Germ

Violin1

6

6

6

6

6

Violin 2

6

6

6

6

6

Viola

4

4

3

4

4

Cello

3

3

3

3

3

Bass

3

4

3

3

3

Flute

2

2

2

2

2

Oboe

2

2

2

2

2

Clarinet

2

2

2

2

2

Bassoon

2

2

2

2

2

Waldhorn

2

2

2

2

2

Trumpet

2

2

2

2

2

Timpani

1

1

1

1

1

Total:

35

36

34

35

35

Figure 7. Viennese orchestras in the nineteenth century116

The average orchestra of the nineteenth century had four to six first and second
violins, two to three violas, two to three cellos, and two double basses.117 Reicha
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prescribed roughly thirty strings, more than was then common in Vienna orchestral
performances. A credible string complement of 8.8.6.4.3, therefore, was above the
average number for the time and place. An authentic performance of Missa pro defunctis
should consist of a minimum of 40 players in the orchestra.
The average nineteenth-century choir ranged from eight to 32 singers, while
festival ensembles might have had hundreds of singers. The ratio of players to singers
was most often 2:1, with the choir being doubled in size by the players.118 The metal
strings used in modern instruments necessitate more singers to balance the sound. A
choir of at least twice the size of the orchestra is most appropriate to balance the work.
Dealing specifically with Missa pro defunctis, a conductor should be aware that
Reicha scored clarinet and horn parts in multiple keys (see Figure 8).

Movement
Clarinets in
Horns in

1
Bb
Eb

2
Bb
C

3
Bb
C

4
X
X

5
C
D

6
Bb
Eb

7
Bb
Eb

8
Bb
G

9
Bb
Eb

10
C
F

11
C
D

12
X
D

13
Bb
Eb/C

Figure 8. Clarinet and horn keys notated in Missa pro defunctis
Diction

Although pronunciation of the Latin text is not addressed in any of Reicha’s
treatises, a conductor will have to make a decision to use Ecclesiastical or AustroGermanic Latin. In the performance that accompanied this research project, AustroGermanic Latin was used as it is the author’s opinion that Reicha would not have
118
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envisioned the Requiem sung with ecclesiastical Latin. The Requiem was composed
during his stay in Vienna. The work predates his Paris residence, but some scholarship
suggests he may have reworked elements of the Requiem while a professor at the Paris
Conservatory. The majority of the work is understood to have been composed in Vienna;
so French-Latin was not considered.

Trumpets

In the performance of Missa pro defunctis that accompanied this research project,
the trumpets were placed off-stage in a balcony in the rear of the hall. In Traité de haute
composition musicale, Reicha encouraged conductors to, “estimate the correct number of
musicians to this or that particular space … a correlation between the size and interior
shape of the edifice.” He continued, “the number of performers is thus an absolute
necessity.”119 In preparing for a performance of his double chorus, Horsch!, Reicha
suggested a “variety of possible ‘new combinations,’ and ‘the means of producing great
and unexpected effects’ which it would enable.”120 Hidden cannons were used in the
work to incredible effect nearly causing public panic. Reicha did not fear breaking from
tradition, and insisted on the drama of a given work be engaged.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

Antonín Reicha’s Missa pro defunctis occupies an important historical position
between the monumental requiem setting of Mozart and that of Berlioz. The author first
acquired an understanding of the compositional process with which Reicha composed
and through which he taught, then analyzed Missa pro defunctis. Its compositional
design is largely aligned with the major theoretical treatises authored by Reicha. The
theoretical treatises, along with important secondary sources related to those documents,
guided the author’s interpretation of the score and culminating performance of a graduate
choral ensemble at the University of Arizona (The Arizona Choir) and professional
orchestral musicians from the Tucson Symphony Orchestra, in what may have been the
fourth-ever performance of the work. A performance of the work as a concert requiem
was well received.
Reicha’s writings informed decisions regarding phrase shape and length, timbre,
balance, and forces employed. Since the performance incorporated other common
practices from nineteenth-century Vienna, it is the author’s belief that this performance
would have met with Reicha’s approval.
A relatively accessible work for intermediate and advanced choirs and orchestras,
Missa pro defunctis merits elevation from obscurity to more frequent performance. The
contrapuntal mastery, dramatic elements, and rich harmonic language make it a
rewarding work to perform. It is the author’s hope that this study will promote more
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frequent performance of a work that reflects Reicha’s impressive stature as a theorist,
composer, and teacher.
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APPENDIX A: FORCES REQUIRED BY MOVEMENT OF MISSA PRO DEFUNCTIS
Mvt.

1

1b

2

Soli
Choir
Fl.
Ob.
Cl.
Bn.
Hn.

T

SATB

X

5

6

7

8

9

9b

10

11

11b

SATB

X

X

X

X

X

X(1)

X

X

X

X

X(1)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

12

13

S

SATB

X

13b

13c

13d

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X
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X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Timp.
Strings

4

X

Tpt.
Tbn.

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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APPENDIX B: CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA STAGE PLACEMENT SUGGESTION
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